Aryana K. Rollins
“To Create Change in the World
You Start by Mastering Yourself.”

Bright shiny object syndrome
sabotages the best of us.
Learn how to recognize your
top dragons and tame
them so, you get more
done with grace and ease.

We all have a financial or emotional set point in our unconscious mind that CONTROLS the
amount of money and love we
allow into our life. Learn how to
increase your Unconscious Performance Limit.

If you can’t maintain a visual image of successfully achieving
your goal for 15 seconds, it
means you are blocked. Learn
how to get unblocked and manifest your intentions with the support of your unconscious mind.

What Audiences Take Away
· Practical tools to make change painless.
· Understand what motivates them so they can set
goals that will be deeply fulfilling.
· Fun exercises that create deep transformation.
· Reconnect with their True Self so decision making is
easy and follow through effortless.

Rave Reviews
“My team took Aryana's Breaking Through Barriers program,
and I couldn't be more pleased with the results. It helped us
align as people and gave us a common language and
approach for deep communication. Companies who want
to build resonant hearts should consider working with her.”

Aryana Rollins has been a Certified
Cybernetics Transposition Facilitator
since 2005. She has helped thousands reach their goals by clearing
blocks from their unconscious mind.
She is also an Intuitive Guide who
works with entrepreneurs to utilize
their intuition to build businesses
that will make a lasting impact on
the world.
Aryana’s Special Skill is Guiding
People to:
·

Get unstuck and become an
unstoppable force for good.

·

Accomplish goals with grace
and ease.

- Staci Paley, Founder & CEO of Got Your Back Solutions

“Aryana’s teachings are unique and profound. She taught
Manifest a Future that Inspires You to my monthly membership group using special techniques to access the power of
the unconscious mind. We were thrilled at how easy and
practical it was.”
- Veronica Montinola, Master Feng Shui & Chinese Astrology Consultant

"Aryana's energy and expertise on mindset shifts create
such value and connection with my community. Her
peaceful and open space provides calm access to deep
and meaningful breakthroughs."
- Meredith Canaan, Owner of Love Leadership Legacy, Motivational
Speaker and Coach
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